Somatic gene transfer of cAMP response element-binding protein attenuates memory impairment in aging rats
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CAMP response element-binding protein (CREB) is important for the formation and facilitation of long-term memory in diverse models. However, to our knowledge, involvement of CREB in age-associated memory impairment has not been reported. Here, we use a recombinant adeno-associated virus vector to obtain stable transgenic expression of CREB as well as the inducible cAMP early repressor (ICER) in the hippocampus of adult rats. In a longitudinal study, we show that somatic gene transfer of both CREB and ICER does not alter long-term memory in young (3-month-old) rats. However, at 15 months of age, the same CREB-transduced rats show significantly better long-term memory in spatial-navigation and passive-avoidance tasks compared with their equally aged control littermates, and a threshold effect is evident. In contrast, the aged ICER-transduced rats demonstrate significantly reduced memory in comparison with the same control group. Hippocampal CREB gene transfer prevented the aging-related decrease in long-term memory found in the control rats. These data suggest that elevation of CREB protein levels in a subset of hippocampal neurons as achieved by somatic cell gene transfer might compensate for general deficits in molecular mechanisms underlying age-related memory loss in rats and, therefore, attenuate long-term-memory impairment during normal aging.

Results

Construction and Expression Analysis of rAAV Vectors. We constructed and packaged rAAV vectors expressing full-length rat CREB (rAAV/CREB), rat inducible cAMP early repressor (ICER) (rAAV/ICER), or an empty vector (rAAV/Empty) containing the identical expression cassette with no transgene. The CREB and ICER cDNA coding regions were N-terminally tagged with influenza virus hemagglutinin (HA) antigenic epitope sequence. The expression cassette for these vectors consisted of an 1,800-bp fragment of rat neuron-specific enolase (NSE) promoter; the transgene as described above; and, at the 3′ end, a 650-bp woodchuck hepatitis virus tripartite posttranslational regulatory element (WPRE) (14), followed by the bovine growth hormone polyadenylation signal (Fig. 1a).

We have shown (15) that intraparenchymal rAAV vector infusion (2 μl, 5 × 10⁹ particles) results in highly efficient neuronal transduction (~5 × 10⁴ cells) within a region extending ~1–2 mm from the injection site. Expression of control GFP and Luc transgenes that are driven by the NSE-WPRE cassette reaches peak levels within 2–3 weeks and then remains stable for >15 months. Also, intracerebral infusion of tAAV is devoid of significant immunogenicity or toxicity, with no cell infiltration or inflammation at injection sites (15).
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coordinates were measured from bregma. Arrows indicate the projection of the injection site with AP = –3.80 mm. (Scale bar, 1 mm.)

All rAAV vectors that were used in this study had similar physical and genomic titers (4 × 10^{12} particles per ml and \approx 2 × 10^{12} genomes per ml, respectively). rAAV/CREB and rAAV/ICER vectors also demonstrate a similar transgene expression level in human embryonic kidney 293 (HEK293) cells at 3 days after transfection (Fig. 1b).

In a preliminary experiment, we also analyzed the in vivo transgene expression that was provided by the rAAV vectors injected unilaterally into the rat hippocampus by using both immunohistochemistry and Western blotting techniques. At 4 weeks after injection in rAAV/ICER-injected animals, transgene expression was robust and widespread throughout the hippocampus, including pyramidal cells in the CA fields, dentate granule cells (DGC), and hilar neurons, with transduced cells being found at distances of \pm 1.5 mm from the injection site but confined to the dorsal hippocampus (Fig. 1c). Immunocytochemical detection of the transgenic CREB protein levels of rAAV/CREB transduced rats (as determined with an HA Ab) showed a similar distribution of expression with transduced cells in CA1, CA3, the hilus, and DGC layer; however, the number of immunoreactive cells was considerably less than that obtained in the ICER animals (Fig. 1d).

End-point RT-PCR analysis using primers specific to WPRE (a 3′ element that is common to all vectors) showed that transgenic mRNA level within the hippocampi of rAAV/CREB-injected animals is comparable with that of rAAV/ICER and rAAV/Empty vectors (Fig. 2b). Cresyl violet staining also indicated no difference in numbers and the morphology of hippocampal neurons in the different groups of animals (Fig. 2a). Thus, the difference in in vivo expression of ICER vs. CREB is likely caused by nonsaturated degradation of CREB that compensates for its increased transcription and translation, thus maintaining relatively constant protein levels. To estimate the concentration of transgenic HA-CREB relative to endogenous CREB, we performed more sensitive Western blot analysis of extracts derived from the dorsal hippocampi of rAAV/CREB-injected animals by using both HA and WT CREB Abs. The analysis indicated that transgenic HA-CREB levels were comparable with those of endogenous WT CREB (Fig. 2c).

Behavioral Analysis in Rats Transduced with rAAV Vectors. Three groups of young (6-week-old) adult male rats were injected bilaterally into the dorsal hippocampus with rAAV/CREB (n = 12), rAAV/ICER (n = 12), or rAAV/Empty vectors (n = 12). After 4 weeks, rats were tested blindly in both the Barnes circular table (1) and passive-avoidance response (16), which are tasks that are known to depend on an intact hippocampus. At the time of the analysis, animals were 3 months of age (referred to as young animals). All groups had similar ingestive behavior, body weight, and general motor activity as defined by line crossings in...
an open field (data not shown). Also, there was no difference in performance between the rAAV/CREB, rAAV/ICER, and rAAV/Empty groups in both the Barnes and passive-avoidance tasks (Fig. 3).

All animals were maintained for an additional 12 months under identical standard housing conditions (two rats per cage). At this time, with the rats being 15 months of age (referred to as old, or aged, animals), we repeated the behavioral analysis by using both the Barnes circular-table and passive-avoidance-response tasks. Also, all animals underwent an auditory cue fear conditioning test (17), a task that is largely independent of the hippocampus. Note that the older rAAV/CREB rats performed significantly better this time, whereas the performance of the rAAV/ICER animals was significantly worse compared with their equally aged empty vector controls in both the Barnes round-platform and passive-avoidance tasks (Fig. 4 a and b).

Statistical analysis of the Barnes data showed rAAV/CREB animals had reduced latencies to finding the escape hole during the first trials of days 3 and 4, compared with control group [ANOVA; trial 4, \( F(1,22) = 4.55, P = 0.044 \); trial 6, \( F(1,22) = 4.38, P = 0.048 \)]. In contrast, rAAV/ICER rats had significantly longer latencies during the same trials [ANOVA; trial 4, \( F(1,22) = 10.55, P = 0.004 \); trial 6, \( F(1,22) = 8.10, P = 0.009 \)]. The number of errors within each group during the experiment mirrored the latency results, but, because of greater variance, the data did not quite reach statistical significance [ANOVA for rAAV/CREB vs. control group; trial 4, \( F(1,22) = 3.169, P = 0.089 \); trial 6, \( F(1,22) = 3.459, P = 0.076 \)].

During the final probe trial (day 6, trial 11) in which the spatial location of the escape dark box was rotated by 140°, both latency and number of errors...
were increased with no significant difference between the groups (Fig. 4a). Remarkably, all groups of animals spent >50% of time during this trial in the sector where the escape box was previously located (Fig. 4e). This observation indicates that all groups of animals had equal motivation and ability to locate a newly positioned escape chamber.

In the passive-avoidance response, animals learn to associate an aversive stimulus with the surrounding context. Aged rAAV/CREB-injected animals also demonstrated better memory in this task, such that there was a significantly longer latency to enter the dark (previously shocked) chamber compared with control group (P < 0.05; Fig. 4b). In contrast, the latencies of the ICER animals were lower than those of the control groups, consistent with poor memory. The differences between groups remained significant at both 24 h and 3 days after the initial exposure.

Long-term memory in the passive-avoidance task usually lasts in rats for 1–2 weeks, with the latency dropping to basal levels within this period. This finding allowed us to repeat the task with the aged rats 3 weeks later to check their short-term memory. We found no difference between the groups in latency to enter the dark chamber at 10 min after the shock (Fig. 4d).

In the cued-fear-conditioning task, a non-hippocampus-dependent paradigm, there was no difference between the ability of all groups of rats to associate the aversive stimulus with the auditory cue (Fig. 4e). Also, this last test suggests that there is no difference in pain sensitivity, and, coupled to the open-field behavior, it suggests that the CREB rats have no significant changes in motor, sensory, or motivational behavior.

Behavioral Analysis in Aged Rats That Did Not Undergo Previous Testing at 3 Months of Age. The decrease in the first trial average latency in aged rats (Figs. 3a and 4a) could be caused by previous training and the development of an improved search strategy.

To investigate this possibility we performed an additional experiment in which two groups of animals (n = 12) were also injected with the rAAV/CREB or rAAV/Empty control vectors at 4 weeks of age. However, in contrast to the previous experiment, these animals were subjected to the Barnes and passive-avoidance tasks for the first time when they reached 15 months of age. Fig. 4f and g show that, in this experiment, the aged rAAV/CREB animals also performed better than the control group in both tasks. CREB-injected animals demonstrated significantly lower latencies and numbers of errors during trials 4 and 6 (the first trials of days 3 and 4) in the Barnes task (Fig. 4f). In the passive-avoidance test, they had significantly greater latency to enter the dark chamber at 24 h after the aversive stimulus (Fig. 4g).

Transgene Expression Analysis in Aged Rats. After completion of the behavioral tests, we performed expression analysis in the brains of aged rats injected with CREB and ICER rAAV vectors by using rAAV/Empty rats as a control.

Immunohistochemical analysis showed that ICER transgene expression in the hippocampi of aged rats remained robust and widespread even 13 months after gene transfer with an expression pattern similar to those observed in young animals analyzed at 4 weeks after vector injection (Fig. 1e). For quantitative analysis of transgene HA-CREB expression in aged animals, we used Western blot analysis. Cells extracts that were derived from the whole hippocampi of nine rats that were transduced with rAAV/CREB vector were analyzed by using both CREB and HA Abs. We found that six of nine animals had high levels of HA-CREB in their hippocampi (High HA-CREB subgroup), whereas transgenic CREB levels within the three remaining rats was extremely low (Low HA-CREB subgroup; Fig. 5a). Such large differences in transgenic CREB expression between the animals provided the opportunity to perform a correlational analysis to determine whether CREB protein levels might be associated with the individual performance of the rats in the behavioral tasks. To do so, we combined individual latencies that were shown by each of the rAAV/CREB-transduced rats on the Barnes maze during trials 2, 4, 6, and 8 (the first trials of days 2–5), which indicate the long-term memory of the animals. Within the entire group of nine rAAV/CREB-transduced rats there was a strong negative correlation (r = −0.75) of CREB protein levels with individual combined latencies (Fig. 5b). In contrast, within the High or Low HA-CREB subgroups, which included animals with relatively high or low transgenic CREB expression respectively, there was no correlation (r = 0.06 and r = −0.09, respectively) of combined latencies with the endogenous CREB protein levels (Fig. 5b). Thus, the strong negative correlation within the entire CREB group is due to significant differences in CREB protein levels and combined latencies between the subgroups. We performed statistical analysis of combined latency in those two subgroups as well as in rAAV/

**Fig. 5.** Postbehavioral in vivo transgene expression analysis. (a) Western blot analysis of hippocampus extracts derived from the rAAV/CREB-transfected animals with CREB or β-actin and GAPDH Abs. Animals expressing high or low levels of transgenic HA-CREB are indicated along with the control rAAV/Empty-transfected animal (C). Immunoblotting of increasing amounts of a hippocampus lysate with GAPDH Ab is also shown. (b) Correlation analysis of relative concentration of transgenic HA-CREB in rAAV/CREB-transfected rats with their individual combined latencies shown in the Barnes test. (c) Statistical analysis of combined latencies shown by all groups of animals in the Barnes task. (d) Comparative analysis of the latencies shown in the passive-avoidance task by rats expressing high or low levels of transgenic HA-CREB along with the other groups of animals. ■, high HA-CREB animals; ●, low HA-CREB animals. Hatched bar, rAAV/CREB rats expressing low levels of HA-CREB; white bar, rAAV/CREB rats expressing high levels of HA-CREB; gray bar, rAAV/ICER rats; black bar, control animals.
ICER and rAAV/Empty groups. We found significant difference in combined latencies between two subgroups of rAAV/CREB with high and low CREB expression [ANOVA; \( F(1,7) = 12.69, P = 0.01 \)], although the Low CREB subgroup contained only three animals (Fig. 5c). More importantly, the difference between the High CREB subgroup and control animals was even more significant [ANOVA; \( F(1,16) = 6.28, P = 0.023 \)] compared with the differences shown by entire CREB group in any one of the single trials during the Barnes test. The difference in combined latencies between ICER and control groups was also significant [ANOVA, \( F(1,22) = 9.65665329, P = 0.005 \); Fig. 5c].

Also, we compared the performance of both HA-CREB subgroups in the passive-avoidance task. There were significant differences between the High CREB subgroup and the Low CREB subgroup [ANOVA; \( F(1,7) = 14.32, P < 0.01 \)], ICER [ANOVA; \( F(1,22) = 8.49, P < 0.01 \)], or control [ANOVA; \( F(1,16) = 7.46, P < 0.01 \)] groups (Fig. 5d). Similar to the results of the Barnes maze performance, in the passive-avoidance test, the High CREB subgroup demonstrated an even bigger difference in latency compared with the ICER and control groups than found with the total CREB group analysis (Fig. 4b).

**Discussion**

A study using an amplicon herpes simplex virus system (12) has shown that transient overexpression of CREB in the basolateral complex of the amygdala facilitates long-term-memory formation in the fear-potentiated startle paradigm after massed training, which normally induces short-term memory only. However, more robust long-term memory produced by spaced training in control animals was not further increased by the CREB overexpression.

In our study using different behavioral paradigms, we have shown that CREB overexpression within the hippocampus does not alter spatial long-term memory in young (3 months of age) rats. However, at 15 months of age, CREB-transduced animals performed significantly better than control aged rats. A recent report has shown that there is a reduction in CREB protein levels in the hippocampus of aged rats with impaired spatial memory (13). These data suggest that CREB gene transfer might simply compensate for the decrease in CREB protein concentration within the cell that occurs during normal aging. However, the actual molecular mechanism of age-related long-term-memory impairment is likely to be more complicated. For example, deficits in the late phase of long-term potentiation can be attenuated by drugs positively affecting the cAMP signaling pathway without changing absolute CREB protein concentration (3). Expression of CREB-binding protein (CBP), one of the critical components of CREB-mediated transcription, whose expression is not directly regulated by CREB, is also reduced in the aged brain (18). Also, a recent study (19) in rats and monkeys indicates that the cAMP/PKA pathway is activated within the prefrontal cortex of aged animals with cognitive deficits. Thus, the attenuation of the memory changes associated with normal aging achieved in this study by elevation of CREB protein above normal levels is most likely to be due to compensation for deficits in the activities of many important components of the long-term-memory machinery and may be hippocampus-specific.

We found that a subgroup of aged rAAV/CREB-transduced rats that expressed relatively high levels of the transgene CREB demonstrated improved performance in the Barnes task, with significantly lower latencies compared with both the control group and those rAAV/CREB transduced animals with low levels of transgenic CREB expression. However, within the High HA-CREB subgroup there was no correlation of CREB protein concentrations with the combined latencies. These data suggest the effect of saturation, or a threshold effect, in CREB protein concentrations that is required for up-regulation of long-term-memory formation. We hypothesize that young animals are “saturated” with most of the critical components that are involved in the process of long-term-memory formation. Decline in activities in one or more of these components occur during normal aging and might be compensated for by suprathreshold CREB protein concentration obtained by means of somatic-cell gene transfer.

It is of special interest that ICER overexpression also did not change long-term memory in young animals. Although the transgenic ICER expression within the rAAV/ICER-transduced rats was robust and widespread it still did not involve the entire population of neurons within the hippocampus. In young animals, those untransfected neurons (or even those with low ICER expression) may have enough capacity to maintain normal function of the long-term-memory machinery. However, in old animals, which likely experience global deficits in activities of CREB signaling, the expression of ICER interferes with long-term memory because the nontransduced cells are no longer able to compensate, consistent with the theory of a reduced memory reserve or capacity in aged animals.

In our longitudinal study design, we did not compare spatial memory in aged CREB-transduced rats vs. a young control group directly. However, the latencies showed by the aged CREB-transduced rats in the passive-avoidance task were comparable with those of young animals that were analyzed 12 months earlier (Figs. 3b and 4b). Unfortunately, it was not possible to use the Barnes maze for such a comparison, because this task recruits two different types of animals’ performance, spatial navigation memory and an effective search strategy, both of which influence the latency and number of errors. In general, the aged animals showed lower latency and number of errors in this task compared with their performance as young rats (Figs. 3a and 4a). This decrease in the first trial average latency in aged rats could be caused by previous training and the development of an improved search strategy. Nevertheless, in aged rats who never underwent prior training, the rAAV/CREB animals also performed better than the control group in both tasks (Fig. 4f and g). Note that the average Barnes platform latencies of both groups were higher than the corresponding latencies of the previously trained aged rats (Fig. 4g) and were similar to those of their young untrained counterparts (Fig. 3e). It is also important to note that during the last probe trial when the position of the escape box was rotated by 140°, all groups of both young and aged animals demonstrated similar average latencies in all Barnes tests.

These results suggest that previous training in the Barnes task leads to the development of an improved search strategy, which might influence the average latency in finding the escape box. However, such training does not affect the differences between the rAAV/CREB and control groups, which remain significant regardless of whether the animals were trained previously or not. This experiment also shows that prior training on the Barnes platform at a young age does not significantly contribute to the attenuation of age-related memory loss.

A major finding of this study is that elevated hippocampal CREB levels achieved by somatic gene transfer can prevent memory loss during normal aging. However, one of the most important remaining questions is whether this positive effect is a result of long-term plasticity associated with prolonged CREB overexpression during the life of the animals or whether a similar effect could also be achieved by acute CREB gene transfer into aged rats that already exhibit impaired spatial memory. CREB, as a transcription factor, acts by altering the expression of many genes, including other transcription factors. The identification of genes whose expression is modulated by CREB gene transfer, coupled with a combined genetic and behavioral approach to determine which downstream genes mediate the effect of hippocampal CREB gene transfer, remains to be accomplished.
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Note that the increased transgene CREB transcription evidenced by RT-PCR analysis was not reflected in a similar increase in protein immunoreactivity under basal conditions (Fig. 2). The recent finding of phosphorylation-dependent CREB protein ubiquitination and proteasomal degradation in hypoxic epithelial cells (20) shows that cellular levels of CREB protein may be regulated tightly and maintained at a relatively constant level. However, even as minor an increase in CREB protein as achieved in our experiments resulted in a strong positive effect on spatial long-term memory in aged rats.

Together, our studies further support for the hypothesis that CREB functions to link environmental tasks to long-term brain plasticity and memory consolidation, and they raise the possibility that strategies leading to increased hippocampal CREB expression may be useful in treating neurodegenerative disorders of learning and memory.

Methods

Generation of Transducing rAAV Vectors. Packaging of rAAV transducing vectors was carried out by using standard calcium phosphate cotransfection of human embryonic kidney 293 cells with the following three plasmids: the rAAV expression vector; the packaging plasmid, ACG2; and the helper plasmid pX6, which contain all of the genes necessary for AAV helper-free packaging (21). Virus purification included ultrasonic cell destruction in the presence of Freon 113, followed by low-speed centrifugation (5,000 × g for 10 min) and filtration of virus-containing supernatant through a 0.2-μm membrane filter.

Animal Surgery and in Vivo Gene-Expression Analysis. The experiments were carried out in accordance with standard guidelines for animal care and use of the University of Auckland Animal Ethics Committee. Male Wistar rats (280–300 g; 8–10 weeks old) were anesthetized with ketamine/xylazine (70:7 mg/kg, i.p.). We injected 2 μl of vector (5 × 10^6 viral particles) plus 1 μl of 20% mannitol bilaterally into the hippocampus. The coordinates were measured from bregma by using the Paxinos and Watson rat brain atlas at −3.8 mm AP, 2.0 mm mediolateral, and −3.4 mm dorsalventral from the skull. The animals were left to recover for 4 weeks before behavioral analysis. Antigen detection in 40-μm coronal sections was performed as described in ref. 22. Synthetic primer complementary to WPRE (common DNA element for all expression cassettes) were used for RT-PCR analysis of transgene mRNA expression.

Western Blot Analysis. Rat hippocampi were dissected and subjected to ultrasonic disintegration in saline solution, followed by centrifugation at 20,000 × g. Supernatants were analyzed by Western blotting using enhanced chemiluminescence detection reagents (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech). As internal protein controls, we used both β-actin and GAPDH, which were detected with specific mAbs (Abcam, Cambridge, MA). The quantitative analysis of the images was carried out by using QUANTITY ONE software (version 4.1.1; Bio-Rad).

RT-PCR Analysis. Total mRNA was isolated from dissected rat hippocampi by using TRizol reagent (GIBCO/BRL). For crudely quantitative analysis of transgene mRNA levels in rat hippocampi, we used end-point RT-PCR assay as described in the SuperScript II protocol (GIBCO/BRL). Especially designed primers provided amplification of a 120-bp fragment from WPRE, which is an element common for all expression vectors. Number of PCR cycles as well as a concentration of cDNA template was optimized to avoid product saturation and obtain more precise quantification.

Behavioral Tests. All tests were carried out blindly with the same groups of animals. The Barnes circular-maze task was conducted in accordance with the methods originally described and validated by Barnes (1). Testing lasted for 6 days, with the first day consisting of one trial and all subsequent days consisting of two trials, each separated by a 1-min interval. The final trial was a probe trial, in which the spatial location of the escape box was rotated by 140°. In the second Barnes test with the aged animals (which was carried out 13 months later), the initial position of the escape box was rotated by 270° and then by an additional 140° during the last probe trial. The apparatus for the passive-avoidance task (16) consisted of two identical chambers, one illuminated and one dark. Rats were initially placed in the light chamber, and the latency to enter the dark chamber was recorded. When the four paws of the rat were inside the chamber, an electric shock of 0.8 mA (duration, 2 s) was delivered. After 24 h, the rat was returned to the light chamber, and the latency to enter the dark chamber was recorded. In the auditory-cue fear-conditioning test (17), rats were placed in a fear-conditioning box where they received a shock of 0.8 mA (duration, 2 s), which was preceded by a tone (70 dB; duration, 28 s). After 24 h, rats were placed in a novel chamber. After the first minute, the tone was sounded for 2 min, followed by an additional 2 min of silence. Freezing was scored as the percentage of 5-s intervals that were spent frozen within each period.
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